
Camilla Skov 
Digital Designer



I'm a designer passionate about user centered digital experiences, 
aesthetics and making complexity simple. 

I have five years of experience working with digital identities, UX & UI 
design, motion design, illustration and some occasional html/css. 
Design systems and style guides have become a specialty the past 
couple of years. I work in Sketch, After Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator, 
InDesign and Invision. 

Privately I'm a TV binge-watcher, I love music and films, mushroom-
hunting is one of my favourite things and I dream of owning an 
allotment garden so I can grow my own vegetables.



Selected Cases  
2012-2017



MobileLife 
Innovation Hub, Danske Bank. 2016-2017



Sunday 
Style Guide & Digital design 2016-2017. Design system and component library in 

order to ensure design consistency across design- and developer teams.







Component Library



Designit 
Strategic Design Firm. 2014-2016





BRFkredit  
Design system 2015/16. Design system, concept pages, simplified concept for loan 

calculators. Lead Digital designer.



 



 



 



Gardena 
Connected Garden app 2014. Design concept, GUI, key screens



Gardena





  



Novo Nordisk  
Data analytics system 2015. UX and Design concept (Lead digital designer)  

Helping Novo track progress and interactions at international diabetes congresses.











Merial  
Corporate site 2015. Concept & Design











Telenor  
One Screen Experience Framework 2014. Digital design, UI animations, Style Guide.





Key pages







Kärnhuset 
Advertising Agency, Stockholm. 2012-2014



Låna Bra 
2014. Art direction, Visual Identity, Concept, UX, Design.

















Morgan Norman  
Photographer Portfolio 2013. Art direction, Identity, Concept, UX, Design











Selecta 
Campaign Site 2013. Campaign Identity, Website Concept, UX, Design, illustration.















Vallaguiden 
Product site 2012. Art direction, Concept, UX, Design











Pop de Provence 
Personal project 2010-2014. Food blog & Illustration













Recommendations



Camilla is of those multi-skilled digital natives everyone is looking for: meticulous and structured with 
a keen eye for aesthetics, and big heart for the end user.  I had the pleasure of working with Camilla on 
several international projects at Designit. With her professionalism, skill and dedication, she was a key 
part in transforming intricate problems into simple, meaningful, and beautiful digital solutions.  

Her awe inspiring skill set within design, UI, UX, frontend and motion plus her intrinsic desire to make 
best thing possible, quickly made her an integral part of the team, both as a go-to expert and a social 
cornerstone, locally as well as connecting across our international studios.  

Guiding the big picture, caring for the smallest detail, challenging the brief, challenging clients and 
challenging herself – She’s always aiming for the stars, and with her current development trajectory, 
she’ll have reached them soon.  

If you don’t hire her, I will. 🦄 

- Lasse Underbjerg, Digital Lead (Designit)

“



I have worked closely with Camilla on many projects and can honestly say that I’m looking 
forward to (hopefully) do so again.  

She’s devoted to user-centric design and maintains an exceptional overview of projects and the 
design tasks at hand. Camilla is a curious designer and eager to try new things. On top of that 
she stays extremely organised at all times – a true file-OCD crowdpleaser. I’m impressed and I 
want more.  

She’s conscious of team dynamics, lifts the spirits with a great sense of humor and has a lot of 
design love to give. 

- Sini Salminen, Senior Designer (Designit)

“



hello@camillaskov.com 

Tlf. +45 5368 8595 

Instagram: cmillaskov 

https://dk.linkedin.com/in/camillaskov

mailto:hello@camillaskov.com
https://dk.linkedin.com/in/camillaskov



